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Abstract — This paper proposes the concept of “automatic validation” for web  
services. It allows to check if occurring message flows conform to the interface’s speci-
fication. A validator reads an SXQT specification, observes and records exchanged 
messages and checks their conformance to the specification. This allows detecting non-
conforming message-flows, before compromising a system’s dependability. 

 

 

 

1   Introduction 
Web services allow interoperation of loosely coupled components using web technology. In-
stead of distributing a component’s code, its services are provided over networks such as the 
Internet via software interfaces based on XML messages. Components can be implemented by 
different parties based on a variety of architectures, languages and platforms.  

The autonomy of component development puts risk on the dependability of assembled sys-
tems. Developers providing or using web services in different enterprises need to agree on 
interface specifications. These specifications have to be obeyed. Violations need to be de-
tected, before compromising the system’s dependability, even if they occur after a period of 
conformance due to the evolution of components.  

A common approach for ensuring conformance to a specification is verification. It requires a 
formal model of a component’s implementation to allow a mathematical proof of confor-
mance to the specification, which is a second formal model of the component. Besides requir-
ing two formal models the effort for creating proofs for complex components is frequently an 
issue.  

This paper proposes an alternative approach for ensuring conformance to the specification of 
interfaces of web services: automatic validation. The key idea is to directly compare observed 
message flows exchanged via an interface with its specification. This task requires only the 
specification as formal model and can be applied automatically. It is facilitated for web ser-
vices due to the explicit nature of XML messages exchanged over their interfaces.  
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2   Web Services  
Web services expose their interfaces with web technology. Combining the standard encoding 
XML [Bray 00] for messages with the well-understood transport protocol HTTP [Fielding 99] 
into the protocol SOAP [Gudgin 03a, Gudgin03b] they stand for simplicity and interoperabil-
ity between different platforms. 

Web services can be regarded as web applications accessible by programmatic clients (web 
clients). Traditional web applications have proven their abilities to allow application access in 
an interoperable manner via the Internet and enterprise-wide intranets. However access is re-
stricted to humans using web browsers, mainly due to the use of HTML combining data with 
formatting information. Web services resolve this issue by replacing HTML with XML for 
request and response messages transmitted over HTTP. The protocol SOAP adds conventions 
for the message exchange and the structuring of messages (SOAP messages). This mode of 
interaction is illustrated in Figure 1.  

Web Client Web Service

SOAP
Messages

API provided
by Web Service  

Figure 1: Communication between web client and web service 

The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [Chinnici 03, Gudgin 03c, Moreau 03] is 
used to describe software interfaces realised in this manner. It describes interfaces in terms of 
exchanged messages. Interfaces are defined as sets of operations, which mainly consist of two 
message types for the operation’s request and response messages. XML fragments in these 
messages are declared in XML-Schema [Thompson 01, Brion 01], the common type system 
for XML.  

Using web services for providing interfaces over the web leads to interoperable solutions and 
does not require complex infrastructures. Implementations can be created using widely avail-
able infrastructures for web applications plus support for XML. More specialized infrastruc-
tures are also available, generally for common component architectures (e.g. J2EE [Sun 03], 
.NET [Microsoft 03]). Interoperability is permitted due to the use of web technology and 
WSDL’s clear message exchange semantics for describing interfaces. The consensus for web 
services in industry and research leads to a wide range of tools and applications for different 
platforms. 

3   Automatic Validation 
For ensuring that messages exchanged via a web service’s interface conform to the specifica-
tion, this paper proposes automatic validation. It is based on the idea of program checkers for 
side-effect free programs. Program checkers verify if a program returns the expected result. 
This is enhanced for web services, where a validator observes and records messages and com-
pares them with a specification.  

Program checkers are described in [Blum 95]. A program checker C is a program that is 
started after a program P, whose results are to be checked. C gets the parameters given to and 
the result returned by P. In many cases checking an available result is much simpler and less 
error-prone than calculating it form the parameters. If the result is what C expects, it is con-
firmed by C and returned as final result. Otherwise no final result is given and an error is re-
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ported. This allows the creation of partial correct functions without verification. [Gaul 99] and 
[Bartsch 01] show how this can be applied for the creation of correct compiler back-ends or 
expert systems respectively.  

The automatic validation for web services differs form program checkers in what needs to be 
checked and how it is realized. Checking a web service’s interface requires more than check-
ing a single result. It requires checking if the flow of several SOAP messages conforms to the 
specification. This includes checking the order of SOAP messages as well as of contained 
values. In contrast to program checkers the validator is not implemented for a specific inter-
face to be checked, but is general-purpose and reads the specification to check against.  

As depicted in Figure 2 the validator consists of an observer and a core validator. The ob-
server is capable of observing SOAP messages exchanged by a web client’s or web service’s 
implementation. SOAP messages are recorded in the order of their observation into the so-
called trace. The core validator uses the trace to check if the observed sequence of SOAP 
messages conforms to the specification. Non-conformance is then signalled to users, adminis-
trators or the application.   
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Figure 2: Basic structure of validator 

Validators differ in where and how they observe messages and when the validation is per-
formed. The observation can take place on the side of the web client or web service. This 
leads to different sequences of observed messages to be validated. Observers can be imple-
mented in separate processes as HTTP proxies [Fielding 99] or in the process of web client or 
web service respectively. The validation can be performed automatically whenever a message 
is observed or can be started manually after recording the whole trace.  

The use of WSDL as the only specification would lead to weak checks. Only requirements 
stated in the specification can be checked. WSDL allows describing which message types 
belong to an operation. This includes the description of the structure and types of simple val-
ues in SOAP messages. However requirements on the ordering of operation calls or on rela-
tions between several values in one or several SOAP messages cannot be specified. To be 
able to express and validate such requirements the specification technique SXQT has been 
developed.  

4   Specification Technique SXQT  
The abbreviation SXQT stands for “Specifications using XQuery expressions on Traces”. 
Based on a specification technique of C.A.R Hoare in [Hoare 85], with major enhancements 
for specifying interfaces of web services, SXQT uses predicates of first order logic to con-
strain which message flows are allowed.  
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The model behind SXQT considers an observation of a SOAP message as an atomic event. 
The SOAP message and additional observable meta-data are parameters of the event. Analo-
gous to the validator’s observer a conceptual observer records events in the order of their ob-
servation until some point in time into the so-called trace, as illustrated in Figure 3. A trace 
thus formalises an observed sequence of SOAP messages. An understanding of absolute time 
and simultaneous events is excluded.  

Conceptual
Observer

Web ServiceWeb Client

SOAP
Messages

SOAP Message 1
Trace

SOAP Message 4
SOAP Message 3
SOAP Message 2

. . .

 
Figure 3: Observer recording a trace 

Every requirement on an interface is expressed as a predicate (SXQT expression) that con-
strains observable traces. An SXQT expression has a trace as parameter and returns the logi-
cal value true for expected traces and false if a trace contradicts with the requirement. SXQT 
expressions are formulated in the standardized language XQuery [Boag 02] and added to the 
WSDL description of the web service’s interface. 

A specification in SXQT is well suited for the automatic validation. To check if an observed 
trace conforms to an SXQT expression, the SXQT expression just needs to be evaluated with 
the trace as parameter using a common XQuery processor. The evaluation must return true for 
all SXQT expressions of a specification. In addition the validator checks conformance to the 
description in WSDL and the SOAP standard.  

5   Applications of Automatic Validation 
The automatic validation has different applications that increase a system’s dependability. It 
gives hints to developers, who may find the reason as being errors in implementations of web 
services or web clients or changes of interfaces. It can also be used to protect web services 
against non-conforming, compromising SOAP messages.  

To get hints for debugging developers use a validator in the component’s test phase or its pro-
duction environment. In the test phase only a limited number of test cases can be analysed. In 
the production environment the automatic validation allows to detect all deviations to the 
specification that occur in production use.  

Deviations that occur in production environments after a long period of conformance can be a 
hint that an interface has changed. The autonomous evolution of components in different en-
terprises can lead to changes of web service’s interfaces without its users being informed. 
Such changes are relevant if the evolved component violates against the specification used as 
reference for the implementation of its web clients. By validating against this specification 
such violations can be detected.  

The automatic validation can protect a web service by rejecting non-conforming SOAP mes-
sages. Such messages might arise by implementation errors or malicious users, who try to 
intrude the web service’s implementation. Messages can compromise the implementation if 
not all necessary checks have been implemented. The automatic validation can automate such 
checks. Non-conforming messages are not delivered to the web service’s implementation but 
rejected and answered to the web client with an error message.  
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6   Conclusion 
The paper has introduced to automatic validation, which checks, if message flows exchanged 
over a web service’s interface conform to the specification. It can be performed with a gen-
eral-purpose validator that reads the specification, observes and records messages and checks 
their conformance to the specification.  

Using a validator non-conformance can be detected, before putting risk on the system’s de-
pendability. While testing or in production environments it warns developers immediately, 
e.g. in case of implementation errors or relevant changes of interfaces. In addition a web ser-
vice can be protected reliably against non-conforming, compromising messages.  
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